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DELL was built up as a world’s leading IT corporation through the direct model 
from its establishment. Around 2007, the company had experienced an unprecedented 
crisis, such as decline in sales performance, contraction in the market share, and 
constant layoffs. Thereafter, Michael Dell, the founder of DELL, reinstated to open 
the reform door. The foremost thing was to reform the channel by implementing the 
Parallel Mode which combined direct marketing and distribution channel. How about 
the effects of this channel revolution after more than 4 years’ performance? This 
article will present an analysis about the channel revolution in details with the most 
successful example in China market. 
At present, the Chinese market of DELL is the second largest market only to its 
American market in the world as a representative of the emerging market with a huge 
market capacity. The precious experience of Chinese market will provide reference 
for the similar markets of DELL in other countries. This article will adopt marketing 
channel theory, customer value theory, and operation theory to analyze how DELL 
choose marketing channel mode in Chinese market, and to summarize the main 
channel marketing modes (distribution channel mode, direct marketing mode, capital 
logistic platform channel mode, and hybrid channel mode) currently used in the China 
computer industry and their strengthens and weakness. The SWOT form is used to 
demonstrate the correctness of Hybrid Channel Mode used by DELL currently in 
Chinese market. Meanwhile, another successful factor, Operation System, including 
the interface between Distribution Channel System and the original Direct Marketing 
Background Support System, and the innovation of Retail Channel Management 
System (GPS System, Mysterious Shopper Program System, RCM sellout  
Registration System, MYDELLCLUB Training Communication Platform) will be 
introduced and analyzed in details, so that the readers will gain more comprehensive 
understandings on how DELL China successfully formulated channel strategies and 
on the details of operation to support the implement of these strategies. Moreover, this 
article will also reveal a series of problems existing in the retail channel system of 
DELLL China, such as over extensive structure of the organization, issues of 















the channels, and the conflicts between direct marketing. The effects of the aforesaid 
problems on the further development of DELL China channel mode will be analyzed 
and discussed in this article. To resolve such problems, the article will provide the 
following recommendations: to set up strategic organization development framework, 
to construct structure culture, to establish a reasonable channel order, to specialize 
division of labor within the channels, to integrate between direct marketing and 
distribution channels, and to transform hardware to solution. Finally, the article will 
be expected to provide the readers a more comprehensive understanding of DELL’s 
marketing channel revolution in China. 
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第一章  导论 
1 
第一章  导论 
第一节  研究背景和意义 
    戴尔公司，一个依靠直销模式发展到全球财富 500 强、电脑行业第一的公司，
在 2007 年前后因为公司外部环境发生巨变：（1）世界金融危机导致欧美发达国
家的政府、教育、企业遭受重创，无力大规模更新 PC 设备；（2）发展中国家




















































































第二章  理论基础 
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